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F
inancial analysts are a tough bunch to pin
down. After a good year they’ll be armed with
charts, figures and a very fast line in sales

patter that will tell you how well they’ve done. After
a bad year their silence is usually far more eloquent
than anything that preceded it.

This is just one of the reasons we’ve been running
portfolios in The Intelligent Investor for over three
years now. It provides you with a good yardstick by
which you can measure our performance.

Think long term
What can make things tough for long-term, value-
orientated analysts like ourselves, though, is that
many investors are tempted to pass judgement using
figures from a six month snapshot and not a more
reasonable period of two years or more.

We’d ask you to bear that in mind. While our
defensive and ethical portfolios have been running
for quite some time, our income, starter and growth
portfolios were launched just prior to The Intelligent
Investor’s Portfolios Report in August 2001.

Now, that doesn’t mean the figures look bad - we,
and we hope you, are more than happy with the
returns thus far - but the race is far from run.

What follows, then, is a brief commentary on each
portfolio, a list of all the transactions and of course,
performance from the portfolios’ launch. All prices
and figures in the report are correct as of 31
December, 2001. Where appropriate, we’ve also

included any significant price changes or
announcements made during January.

We have restricted ourselves to making
transactions only on the date that they are disclosed
to you. That means on the date of our email update
or when an Acrobat file of the latest issue is
available. We think this a fair way of doing things as
it puts us in the same position as our subscribers.

Testing t imes
For stockmarkets around the world the last half of
2001 was even more topsy-turvy than the first. All
eyes were on America for a pending recession when
the terrorist attacks suddenly hit in September.
Markets spiralled downwards and many analysts
predicted the end of the great bull run. But the Dow
has performed beyond most expectations since and
has put in a sprightly performance so far this year.

Such enthusiasm concerns us a little. To our
minds, markets appear to be factoring in a repeat of
the great returns achieved over the last decade.
Although we would happily be proved wrong, we
can’t see that happening. 

We could try and forecast (read ‘guess’) where the
world’s major indices will be in 12 months time. Not
only would we be wrong but it wouldn’t help you
much anyway. Far better to focus on individual stock
picking and ignore the usual forecasting that gets
flung around. We hope you agree. No matter what
the markets do in a broader sense, good individual
stock selection will always produce superior returns.

A final word: the reasons for our portfolios are
twofold. Firstly, to help you assess our performance
and secondly, to help you build a successful portfolio
of your own. The motivation to launch the portfolios
that follow came from subscribers so, please, if you
have any comments or suggestions, let us know.◗

We’re always prepared to take the
good with the bad. But, fortunately,
the news has been all good for our
portfolios, so far.
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growth
I

n our final issue of last year (issue 94) we wrote
in detail about the performance of our growth
selections and made a few changes. We don’t

intend to repeat ourselves here. Suffice to say that the
growth portfolio has managed a good return of 4.5%
since August, comparing very well against a 2.9%
return from the All Ordinaries Accumulation index.

Fest ive cheer
December turned out to be a very good month as the
festive cheer got equity markets going. We’re still
satisfied with the balance in the growth portfolio.
The stocks we’ve selected mostly represent fine
businesses with good potential for future gains. The

portfolio is currently skewed towards blue chips but
we wouldn’t hesitate to add to any of our quality
second liners if a good buying opportunity emerges.

We did very nicely from two equity placements
we took up in Toll Holdings - which we’ve
subsequently sold out of entirely - and Adsteam
Marine.

The tidy profits from Toll allowed us to introduce
Futuris, TAB, CMI and more, although it’s a pity we
missed the gains seen in Toll’s share price after it
was announced that it, together with Lang
Corporation, had won the the race to privatise
Freightcorp and National Rail. We also added to our

Novus Petroleum position. We’re looking
forward to seeing how they perform.

Holding cash
Our cash holding, which now represents
over 17% of the portfolio, remains
conservative. We’re more than happy
with this and look forward to allocating it
in 2002 if and when the right
opportunities arise.◗

Times were tougher in 2001 but when all things are considered our growth
portfolio managed to produce a good result. 

Growth Portfolio

S e l e c t i o n s

T r a n s a c t i o n s

Date No. shares Price Value 

Sales $ $
MAY 10/10/01 511 7.24 3,700
TOL 2 /11/01 172 27.25 4,687
TOL 11/12/01 325 27.88 9,061
Sub Total 17,448

Purchases
TOL 7/11/01 125 23.50 2,938
ADZ 11/12/01 1,363 2.20 2,999
FCL 11/12/01 4,545 1.76 7,999
NVS 11/12/01 1,850 1.63 3,016
TAB 11/12/01 3,300 2.72 8,976
CMI 11/12/01 3,200 1.25 4,000
Sub Total -29,927

Change in cash from transactions -12,479

Company Name Average  Price at No of Value at
Cost ($) 31/12/01 ($) Shares 31/12/01 ($)

Blue Chip
National Australia Bank (NAB) 34.00 31.86 235 7,487
Maquarie Bank (MBL) 36.79 37.45 218 8,164
Santos (STO) 6.48 6.20 1,080 6,696
Foster’s Group  (FGL) 5.51 4.86 1,270 6,172
Mayne Nickless (MAY) 6.30 6.88 600 4,128
Amcor (AMC) 6.55 7.15 1,221 8,730
Futuris (FCL) 1.76 1.85 4,545 8,408
NSW TAB (TAB) 2.72 2.72 3,300 8,976
Sub total 58,762

Second Liners 
Adsteam Marine (ADZ) 2.29 2.38 4,796 11,414
Novus Petroleum (NVS) 1.87 1.79 3,214 5,753
Goldfields (GLD) (formerly DeltaGold) 1.76 2.50 1,594 3,985
Securenet (SNX) 1.23 1.37 2,439 3,341
CMI (CMI) 1.25 1.30 3,200 4,160
Sub total 28,654

Cash at 7/8/01 30,000
Change in cash due to transactions (7/8/01-31/12/01) -12,479
Cash dividends received 1,178
Remaining cash at 31/12/01 18,699

Return 7/8/01-31/12/01    4.5% Value at 31/12/01 $106,115

Return 7/8/01-31/01/02    7.2% Value at 31/01/02 $108,810
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Company Name Purchase Price at Number of Dividends Value at
Price ($) 31/12/01 ($) Shares Received ($) 31/12/01 ($)

Abigroup (ABG) 2.05 2.45 2,927 146 7,171
Adsteam Marine (ADZ) 2.08 2.38 3,846 308 9,153
Amalgamated Holdings (AHD) 1.94 2.50 2,577 129 6,443
Australand Holdings (ALZ) 1.75 1.85 2,857 171 5,285
Brazin (BRZ) 1.16 1.94 6,034 241 11,706 
BankWest (BWA) 4.29 4.15 2,331 152 9,674
Central Equity (CEQ) 2.05 2.10 3,415 205 7,172 
Forrester Kurts Properties (FKP) 0.85 1.02 5,882 294 6,000 
Great Southern Plantations (GTP) 0.66 1.01 9,091 – 9,182 
Leighton Holdings (LEI) 8.70 10.35 690 173 7,142
Sydney Aquarium (SAQ) 3.40 3.40 2,353 165 8,000 
Santos (STO) 6.18 6.20 1,133 170 7,025
TAB Queensland (TQL) 2.62 2.95 3,817 267 11,260
Westpac (WBC) 13.49 15.76 741 237 11,678

Dividends Received: 2,658 Cash: 2,221

Return 7/8/01-31/12/01   13.8% Value at 31/12/01 $119,548

Return 7/8/01-31/01/02   17.5% Value at 31/01/02 $123,444

S e l e c t i o n s

income
I

f only we had switched the names of our income
and growth selections. Between August and
December the income portfolio returned a

whopping 13.8% against the All Ords Accumulation
index figure of 2.9%. We’re not getting carried away
and certainly don’t expect to achieve such a result in
the next six months. 

The most important thing is that we satisfied the
requirements of this portfolio when it was established
- well almost. These were to maintain or increase our
original capital outlay (a big tick so far) and to
generate superior fully franked income returns (only
Leighton missed here with 50% franking). In total,
dividends have generated $2658 of income since
August. Bear in mind that’s only the net income
figure and not the gross, which takes into account the
valuable franking credits.

An income portfolio should have the same
characteristics as a backyard cottage garden; it should
be able to look after itself and produce consistently,

year in year out, with very little maintenance. 
Thanks to falling interest rates, traditional yield

stocks benefited from investors shifting their capital
into our stock selections in search of higher returns.
The added demand has led to higher stock prices on
top of the original yields at which we bought in.

The 13.8% portfolio return was skewed towards
three remarkable performances from Great Southern
Plantations (up 53%), Brazin (up 67%) and
Amalgamated Holdings (up 29%). Great Southern has
surged after remaining virtually debt free and putting
the industry tax rebate scheme debacle behind it. For
Brazin, the market got excited about the prospect of
strong Christmas trading and Amalgamated has
received popular attention for its cinema exposure to
the Christmas blockbuster movies.  

But the income is what counts. Any capital gains
we get on top of that are a bonus. So, if the portfolio
value didn’t put on another dollar of value over the
next 12 months we’d be happy. ◗

This portfolio has performed like Ian Thorpe in the pool. But its real job is
that of a lifeguard, not an Olympic athlete.  

Income Portfolio
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defensive
T

he defensive portfolio was revamped in March
2001, having been originally launched in June
1998. The portfolio has mustered a 5%

increase since August against the All Ordinaries
Accumulation index’s effort of 2.9%. That period saw
a few changes made. 

The bad apples
One of those was QBE Insurance. We sold out
entirely soon after 11 September as we didn’t want
exposure to any future fallout or claims from the
terrorist attacks. The other bad apple tossed from the
fruit bowl was Lend Lease. We lost patience after
expressing our disappointment in a series of poor
management decisions, particularly the sale of MLC
funds management to NAB. 

Macquarie Infrastructure Group was another to
go, at least partly, and was replaced with the
Australian Infrastructure Fund. MIG’s price had

risen above levels we’re comfortable with and when
AIF suddenly looked quite cheap (Mr Market was
very grumpy) we took advantage of it and made the
switch.

The other two purchases were TAB (we have a
lot of faith in this stock) and Suncorp Metway. Both
are of a similar grain to the rest of the portfolio. We

don’t expect any
fireworks but with
the inevitable
economic ups and
downs both can be
relied upon for
their sound
businesses and

consistent underlying earnings strength.  Still, this
hasn’t stopped either of them posting good gains in
January. NAB and Westfield have also done well

recently. For NAB, investors have been
happy to the see the back of the
Homeside debacle and the $50bn
Machonochie case dropped while
Westfield benefited from its $4.5bn
shopping centre deal in the US.◗

This portfolio, built for tough times, has come through with flying colours
providing safe consistent returns.

Defensive Portfolio

These are sound

businesses with

consistent earnings

strength

S e l e c t i o n s

T r a n s a c t i o n s

Date No. shares Price Value  

Sales $ $
LLC 2/10/01 600 11.04 6,624
MIG 2/10/01 1785 3.25 5,801
QBE 12/9/01 845 9.24 7,808
Sub Total 20,233

Purchases
TAB 2/10/01 3350 2.59 8,677
AIX 2/10/01 4000 1.45 5,800
SUN 2/10/01 600 13.02 7,812
Sub Total -22,289

Total -2,055

Company Name Average Price at No. of Value at 
cost ($) 31/12/01 ($) shares 31/12/01 ($)

Australian Gas Light (AGL) 12.35 9.83 729 7,166

Australian Infrastructure Fund (AIX) 1.45 1.52 4,000 6,080

Brambles (BIL) 11.44 10.40 789 8,206

Foster’s Group (FGL) 4.75 4.86 1,895 9,210

Macquarie Infrastructure Fund (MIG) 2.51 3.50 1,800 6,300

National Australia Bank (NAB) 30.40 31.86 296 9,431

Rio Tinto (RIO) 34.41 37.20 262 9,746

Suncorp Metway (SUN) 12.85 14.03 600 8,418

NSW TAB (TAB) 2.56 2.72 3,350 9,112

Telstra (TLS) 6.45 5.44 1,395 7,589

Westfield Holdings (WSF) 13.54 16.85 665 11,205

Westpac (WBC) 13.90 15.75 647 10,190

Cash remaining at 31/12/01 566

Return 7/8/01-31/12/01   5.0% Value at 31/12/01 $103,219

Return 7/8/01-31/01/02   6.8% Value at 31/01/02 $104,978



B
etween August and December 2001, this
portfolio has put on 0.6% but surged in the
months since. It’s not the kind of return to get

the blood pumping but that’s not its purpose. We
aren’t expecting superior results, just like a batting
side can’t expect its openers to score all the runs.

Instead, it should
be viewed as a good
starting point from
which to build your
own portfolio by
drawing on
appropriate stocks
featured in the

other portfolios, depending on your needs and
requirements.

Since August, though, we have admitted the
portfolio for surgery. Three companies including
Woolworths, QBE Insurance and Macquarie
Infrastructure Group have been put under the knife.
We reduced our holdings in Woolies and MIG,
having cited on a number of occasions that despite

being great businesses, their shares have become
overpriced. QBE was eliminated for reasons already
given in the defensive portfolio update.

Additions
Newcomers include Suncorp Metway, TAB and
Foster’s. Each has a strong balance sheet, healthy
growth prospects and reliable, fully franked
dividends. That leaves us with a good mix of
industries and sound companies.

We refer to this list of stocks as our stalwarts, or
pillars, and are unlikely to make many changes
throughout the year although, if prices in one
particular stock fall to silly levels, we may be tempted
to buy more by selling another if at the same time it’s
getting pricey.

As we mentioned in our defensive portfolio
update, January saw good share price rises from
Suncorp Metway (which is our preference over QBE
Insurance), National Australia Bank and Westfield
Holdings. It was a good start to the year.

As we’ve already said, don’t expect great returns
from this portfolio as, while the aim is always to

make a profit and steadily increase
your capital base, the aim here is to
make sure you don’t lose money.◗

a spec ia l  repor t  f rom The In te l l i gent  Investo r
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S e l e c t i o n s

T r a n s a c t i o n s

starter
This is the one for those who want to walk before they can run, although the
performance has been far from pedestrian.

Starter Portfolio

Date No. shares Price Value 

Sales $ $
WOW 16/10/01 841 11.69 9,831
QBE 12/9/01 1,588 9.24 14,673
MIG 16/10/01 1,540 3.29 5,067
Sub Total 29,571

Purchases
SUN 16/10/01 784 12.75 9,996
TAB 16/10/01 3,673 2.75 10,101
FGL 16/10/01 2,053 4.87 9,998
Sub Total -30,095

Total -524

Company Name Average Price at No. of Value at 
cost ($) 31/12/01 ($) shares 31/12/01 ($)

National Australia Bank (NAB) 34.83 31.86 459 14,624

Woolwworths (WOW) 11.10 11.24 600 6,744

Foster’s Group (FGL) 4.87 4.86 2,053 9,978

Suncorp Metway (SUN) 12.75 14.03 784 11,000

Rio Tinto (RIO) 33.90 37.20 295 10,974

Macquarie Infrastructure (MIG) 3.29 3.50 1,500 5,250

Brambles (BIL) 9.97 10.40 1,605 16,692

Westfield Holdings (WSF) 18.12 16.85 883 14,879

NSW TAB (TAB) 2.75 2.72 3,673 9,996

Cash 449

Return 7/8/01-31/12/01  0.6% Value at 31/12/01 $100,579

Return 7/8/01-31/01/02  3.6% Value at 31/01/02 $103,589

Before making

money, the first rule

is to make sure you

don’t lose it 
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Company Name Average Price at No. of Value at

cost ($) 31/12/01 ($) shares 31/12/01 ($)

Blackmores (BKL) 6.35 6.80 1,969 13,389

CSL Limited (CSL) 47.60 51.49 262 13,490

Cochlear (COH) 48.06 45.50 260 11,830

Energy Developments (ENE) 6.49 6.70 1,926 12,904

Evergreen Forests (EVF) 0.40 0.45 31,250 14,063

Great Southern Plantations (GTP) 0.54 1.01 23,148 23,379

Novogen (NRT) 1.45 3.21 8,620 27,670

Pacific Hydro (PHY) 4.08 4.15 3,064 12,716

Cash at 31/12/01 276

Return 28/8/01-31/12/01   29.8% Total Value at 31/12/01 $129,717

Return 28/8/01-31/01/02   26.8% Total Value at 31/01/02 $126,714

S e l e c t i o n s

ethical
C

ompared to the others, we could be accused
of neglecting this portfolio. We plead guilty to
such a charge, knowing that most of our

subscribers are interested in our income and growth
selections. That doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t keep
tabs on our ethical picks, especially when you
consider that, from the original portfolio launch in
January 2000, the value has increased by over 53%.

From August alone, the re-weighted portfolio,
which included Great Southern Plantations at the
expense of Timbercorp, has been running on turbo
boost with a return of almost 30%. 

We do not discount the significance of this sector,
nor do we deny its growing popularity. However,
unlike most ethical fund managers that have the bulk
of their funds invested in the banking sector, we don’t
classify banks as ‘ethical’. When banks are excluded
there aren’t many companies left with market
capitalisations sufficient to safely invest in.

If we were to remove the stocks that we have

identified as overpriced (CSL and Pacific Hydro)
we’d be hard pressed to find suitable alternatives.
That’s because many so-called ethical companies are
hard to analyse. Often they lack a decent balance
sheet or respectable earnings record (Earth
Sanctuaries is an unfortunate example). Therefore,
one is forced to leave the boundaries of fundamental
safety and become a part-time clairvoyant. That’s an
even tougher job than the one we already possess.

While the portfolio’s performance since January
2000 has been nothing short of remarkable, it would
be wrong of us to claim full credit for it. Why? Well,
while we’d happily select one or two of the portfolio’s
stocks, many are simply too speculative. So we
wouldn’t follow this portfolio absolutely.

The performance figure also masks a more
volatile journey than the short trip since August. So,
while we’ll continue to cover the larger stocks in The
Intelligent Investor, our coverage of the smaller stocks
will be less frequent.◗

Doing the right thing has paid off so far but nice guys won’t always come first.

Ethical Portfolio

DISCLAIMER:  This publication has been prepared from a wide variety of sources which The Strategy Forum, to the best of its knowledge and belief, considers
accurate. The Strategy Forum does not warrant the accuracy of the information and forecasts contained in this publication. WARNING: No reader should rely
upon the information and/or recommendations contained in this publication. The Strategy Forum strongly recommends that all prospective purchasers of
securities should make their own enquiries and, in particular, seek professional advice from a financial consultant, financial planner or stockbroker before acting
on the information contained in this publication. COPYRIGHT: Copyright © The Strategy Forum Pty. Ltd 2002 acn 076 030 549. No part of this document may be
reproduced, except as provided under the Copyright Act, without the prior written consent of The Strategy Forum. DISCLOSURE: Employees and/or associates
of The Strategy Forum may hold one, or more, of the stocks reviewed in this publication. This should not be seen as a recommendation.


